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Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from Annals of a
Soul When these pages were written the writer had not in mind
their subsequent publication. Therefore the reader will find no
attempt at polished phraseology, no studied literary
achievement, no effort as an essayist. It is in no manner a novel
and there will be found no plot, nor careful building toward a
climax. It is the record of one woman s life; or rather such
parts of one woman s life as overflowed her small personality.
Because of this overflow she turned instinctively to a diary, for
to no friend could some delicate personalities be confided; to
no individual however dear could she lay bear her soul. She
could not intrude upon another her perplexities, her errors, her
personal convictions. A diary wherein these could be recorded,
where in black and white she could confront herself, would be
satisfying and helpful. In her soft, womanish way she longed
for a confidant. To the same degree, in a hard, womanly way
did she demand a judge. Who could be one, or the...
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An exceptional ebook along with the font applied was interesting to read through. it was actually writtern really
completely and beneficial. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Hector  Cole Jr .-- Mr . Hector  Cole Jr .

This written pdf is wonderful. It can be writter in easy phrases and not di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will
likely be enhance once you full looking over this ebook.
-- Jua nita  Reynolds-- Jua nita  Reynolds
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